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Bridging the Tactical / Operational / Strategic Army

**Materiel Management**
Provide logistics support to equip and sustain our forces world wide.

**Contracting**
“Using contractors in place of military force structure”.

**Prepositioned Stocks**
Provides power projection platforms for COCOMs, Disaster Relief and Humanitarian Aid.

**Reset**
Train, equip, deploy organic CSS units and modular formations.

**Field Support**
Identifies and resolves technical and sustainment issues and mitigates materiel readiness problems for the COCOMs.

- **Army**
  - Field Army
  - Industrial / Technical Base

- **ASC’s**
  - Intertwined Support to the Field Army
  - Bridging the Tactical / Operational / Strategic Army
Army Field Support Brigades (AFSB) and Contracting Support Brigades (CSB) Commanders

As of 13 Mar 2007

COL Mario Coronel
407th AFSB
FT. HOOD, TX

COL Kristin French
406th AFSB
FT. BRAGG, NC

COL Steven Risley
404th AFSB
FT. LEWIS, WA

COL Bobby Pinkston
405th AFSB
SECKENHEIM, GE

COL Dennis Thompson
401st AFSB
SWA
(deployed in Afghanistan)

COL Rob Sorenson
402nd AFSB
ANACONDA, IRAQ

COL William Gibson
403rd AFSB
DAEGU, KOREA

COL Anthony Bell
410th CSB
The Americas

COL Robert Kendrick
408th CSB
SWA

COL Daniel Cottrell
411th CSB
Korea

COL Stephen Leisenring
409th CSB
Europe

ASC Supporting Pre-Deployment, Deployment, Sustainment, Redeployment & Home Station Reset
Reset Team Workload

...This is a Team Sport...
Reset...Field to Sustainment

**THEATER**
- Generators
- Q-36 Radar
- JNN
- ADAMS Cell

**CONUS**
- PM Programs
  - On Post
    - CSS VSAT
    - ITAS
- Anniston Army Depot
  - M249
  - Mortars
- National Level
  - SINCgars
  - Vehicles
  - Howitzers
  - SARET
  - COMSEC
- Field Level Reset
  - At unit AO
    - STAMIS
    - Javelin
    - CDE
- FLRC/DOL

Total ARI: 7240
Eligible ARI in Theater: 1595
Inducted from Theater: 807
51%

**BCTs Reset, Trained and Prepared for Mission Deployment**
Reset…

- $17.1 B for FY07 provides a solid start for:
  - Restoring Army equipment to pre-deployment serviceability
  - Replaces critical systems lost and starts to replace RC equipment left in theater;
  - Raises equipment on hand slightly
  - Restores equipment serviceability
- Army finalizing detailed plan – in place, viable, and executable
- Does not ‘fix’ the Army EOH shortfalls or equipment committed to the AOR
- RESET will be required for 2+ years after conclusion of current contingencies

“To prevail in the long struggle in which we are now engaged, we must maintain our readiness by resetting those who have deployed through a disciplined, orderly reconstitution of combat power. Our soldiers’ effectiveness depends upon a national commitment to recruit, train, equip, and support them properly. This commitment must be underwritten by consistent investment”

CSA, 27 Jun 06
Questions?

“Why we serve”